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S.A.. DUNS TAN NO. 

VIDEO. 

OPEN ON BLACK - OPEN KEY LIGHTING ON 
PORTRAIT OP PLAYFORD. 

DOLLY IN TO C.U. ON PLAYFORD'S FACE. 

DOLLY OUT FOR TWO SHOT OF PLAYFORD. 

GRADUALLY WIDEN TO LEAVE DUNSTAN AND 
PLAYFORD CLEAR OF FRAME ON ALL SIDES. 

DOLLY OR ZOOM OUT TO PLAYFORD TO TAKE 
HIM BACK PASSED INTO LIMBO. 

MOVE IN FOR HEAD AND SHOULDERS OF DUNSTAN. 

AUDIO 

You all know this man. For 26 years, 125 days he was 
the Premier of South Australia. Sir Thomas Playford, 
passed Liberal Premier of this State, led a Government 
which was in office for nearly 10,000 days and created 
a legend of getting things done. 

It would be pointless to argue that this man's 
Government got nothing done in the field of industrial 
development. For his time he got a great many things 
done. For those days much of what was done was the 
right thing, and, whatever one has to say about his 
Government's lackadaisical attitudes towards useful 
reform, I am not goingc to;:~pretend that this man did 
nothing. He did a good deal - for his time. 

But, 

that time is gone. We are not dealing any more with 
the quarter century which began in the 1940's - we 
are dealing with now, the problems of the present and 
we are dealing with what is still ahead of us as we 
move towards the 21st century. 
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VIDEO 

NEW ANGLE ON DUNSTAN 

2. 

AUDIO 

Let's think about things as they were for a moment. 
Things as they were at the time when South Australia's 
industrial need was to change from war time to peace 
time production. In those days - it is a long time 
ago now - it was a relatively straightforward matter. 
The Liberal Government here in South Australia had an 
industrial base already geared to motor manufacture 
and body working. It held out to industry in general 
some inducements for them to build on that base, gave 
them some encouragement, offered them some Government 
assistance - cheaper electricity and so on. Without 
too much effort, without considering in any depth the 
future trends in the industry, the Liberal Government 
was able to move from war time to peace time production. 
During that same period the other States were doing 
the same thing but with the important addition of 
proper progressive planning - they were building 
up effective departments to keep their industrial 
development in step. It was then a highly competitive 
business and is even more so now, but when we took 
office we found no sign of a planning establishment. 
The people from whom we took over had established 
nothing; they had been content to make a change 
and then just assume that everything would go along 
without anything more being done. By the time we took 
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VIDEO. 

DUNSTAN REVEALS DOCKETS. 

BEGIN PRESS CLIPPING SEQUENCE. 

3. 

AUDIO. 

office, less than 1,000 days ago, all the other 
States in the Commonwealth had their Departments 
of Industrial Development. In Western Australia 
there was a staff of 40, engaged on developmental 
planning and Victoria had a Promotions Committee 
as well. We had nothing unless you 
like to count a legacy of letting things ride. 

Let me give you an example. Way back in 1961 
there was a great deal of play made of the fact 
that the Government was going to establish a Pulp 
Mill at Mt. Gambier. 
The Premier of the day shot off on a well publicised 
"secret trip" to the United States to make 
arrangements for all this and continued telling the 
people of South Australia how valuable an asset the 
Pulp Mill would be. NO PLANNING OF AMY KIND was 
undertaken to find out whether it was possible -
and it wasn't possible. In an effort to recover 
loss of ground the then Government said the Mill 
would be established but would be based on a wood 
chip operation. NO PLANNING OF ANT KIND WAS 
UNDERTAKEN TO SEE WHETHER IT WAS POSSIBLE. Two 
years after the first burst of publicity, after 
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VIDEO 

C.U. TERMINATION MEMORANDUM. 
C.U. DUNSTAN. 

PULL BACK TO SHOW DUNSTAN WITH MAP 
MINUS SOUTH AUSTRALIA. 

DUNSTAN REVEALS SOUTH AUSTRALIA ON MAP. 

DOLLY IN HARD TO E.C.U. ON SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
AND DISSOLVE. 

# 
4. 

AUDIO 

the spending of public money, after high sounding 
intentions, the whole thing was finally resolved. 
It was scrapped. 
Because there was no forward planning of any kind. 
Oh sure, there were all sorts of offers made by our 
predecessors to all sorts of overseas industrialists 
and investors......But in fact any attempt to supply 
them all with the raw materials they would have 
needed would have meant closing down our existing 
plants I 
When you have reached that sort of stage you have 
reached disaster. It takes very little time for 
overseas investors to realise that the suggestions 
that you are making to them are not well founded. 
You get - and you deserve - a bad reputation. 
When you reach that stage and other States are 
actively competing against you, you cease to 
operate as an effective, productive State. 
What we are going - with your help - is to put 
South Australia back onto the map. 
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VIDEO 

TELECINE COMPUTER FILM - OPENING SEQUENCE ONLY 
DISSOLVE TO M.S. DUNSTAN. 

NEW HOLDEN IN POSITION LEFT OF FRAME -
DUNSTAN WALKS INTO SHOT. 

NEW VALIANT MOVES TN ACROSS FRAME. 

DUNSTAN TO BOOT OF VALIANT. OPENS IT -
DOLLY IN TO REVEAL PRODUCTS WITHIN. 
TO BOOT OF HOLDEN. OPENS IT - DOLLY IN TO 
REVEAL PIPING SAMPLES. 

« 
5. 

AUDIO 

And we use the most advanced techniques to do it. 
In our first thousand days we've set up an 
Industrial Development Branch with qualified 
officers and set it to work in the most modern 
manner to remedy the situation we inherited. 
In that thousand days we have taken the long 
step forward from trailing the field to leading it. 

General Motors established under our Government 
their $2j million Plating Works and then resolved, 
for the first time, to put motor engineering works 
in South Australia with the $12% million automatic 
transmission plant. 
Through negotiations with the present Government 
Chrysler was able to establish a blast furnace and 
engine plant at Lonsdale worth more than $30 million. 
Now the whole of their Australian operation is in 
this State. 
DUNSTAN TO ENUMERATE. 

And we have the new asbestos pipe plant of Hardies. 
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VIDEO. 
STRIKING ANGLE SHOTS THROUGH AND ACROSS 
LARGE PIPING - TWO CAMERA DISSOLVES ENDING 
ON A SUPER OF DUNSTAN'S HEAD FRAMED IN 
WHITE CIRCLE. LOSE SUPER TO LEAVE DUNSTAN 
IN M.C.U. 

TELECINE COMPUTER FILM WHOLE SEQUENCE. 

M.S. DUNSTAN WITH NEWSPAPER. 

DUNSTAN FOLDS PAPER AND DROPS IT AND 

w 
6. 

AUDIO 

These were all good strong forward looking moves, 
but they are only a start. We want to diversify 
and we want to make sure that our industrial 
expansion is scientifically based, and so we have 
appointed a Director of Industrial Development, we 
have appointed consultants to work with him on a 
complete economic survey of the State, recommend 
targets for us to reach, to put us in touch with 
investors, to advise on methods. Their preliminary 
report will be out in February - and we have gone 
this far in a thousand days. 

It is quite likely that a heck of a lot of us is 
news to you. It is a sad fact that a good deal of 
our plans and activities have been pretty well 
played down by your morning newspaper which seems 
to think it's performing a public service in 
underplaying our work in industrial expansion -
even though the newspaper proprietors themselves 
will benefit, with the rest of you, from this 
expansion. 
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VIDEO. 

MOVES ACROSS BLACK TO PIPING MAZE. 

FOLLOW DUNSTAN ALONG PIPING TO BURNER -
LIGHTED TAPER APPEARS - DUNSTAN TAKES 
IT AND LIGHTS GAS. 

DOLLY IN HARD FOR E.C.U. ON FLAME, AND 
DISSOLVE TO FILM, AND SOUND TAPE (NATURAL 
GAS) 

DISSOLVE BACK TO BURNER FLAME, AND PULL 

7. 

AUDIO. 

The 'Advertiser' although invited to be present, did not 
even bother to report on the opening of a million dollar 
pipe plant at Ilar&es although it seems to me that in 
earlier days a,ny time a Liberal Premier opened anything 
at all it was splashed all over Page 1. 
But while it is sometimes possible to restrict the flow 
of news, the flow of gas, of natural gas is another 
thing entirely. 

It is probable that the most important thing since 
South Australia was founded in 1836 has been the 
discovery of natural gas - a resource capable of 
having a tremendous effect on our economy in the 
foreseeable future. From the first two test wells 
drilled Geologists were able to tell us at once 
that the natural gas in the Gidgealpa-Moomba area 
will provide a supply beyond 20 years. 

We have set up a pipe line authority and preliminary 
work is under way to capitalise on a source of 
elemental power in South Australia which has never 
before been used. We are going to use it for 
the benefit of all of us. 
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VIDEO 

BACK SLIGHTLY TO SHOW STAND OVER BURNER 
AND TRANSPARENT PERCOLATOR ON STAND. 
HOLD HARD ON BUBBLES THEN WIDEN TO TAKE 
IN DUNSTAN IN M.S. WITH GRADUATED WATER JUG. 

DUNSTAN DECANTS WATER FROM JUG TO 
MATCH NARRATIVE. 

DUNSTAN TIPS LAST OF WATER INTO PERCOLATOR, 
PUTS D O W JUG - DOLLY IN FOR E.C.U. ON JUG. 
C.U. DUNSTAN 

START SLOW PAN ACROSS CHOWILLA GRAPHICS 
AND HOLD CAMERA TWO FOR INTERCUT MATERIAL. 

m 
8. 

AUDIO 

Gas from the earth and fire and power 
and water. 

We know in Australia how tightly our lives are tied 
to water. We know it here in South Australia very 
well - here in the driest part of the driest 
continent in the world. 
For us a dry sky means a poor purse. We consume 
water just as this heated percolator does..... 

So much for agriculture.....so much for industry.... 
so much for home use so much in reserve. 
When that reserve begins to get really low we begin 
to expect trouble. If we try to expand industrially 
without planning to expand our water resources we 
can be sure of trouble. 

Well, we have no intention of waiting for trouble 
to overtake us. We have a plan to prevent it and 
the name of the plan is - CHOWILLA. 

I don't think I need go into a lot of detail about 
our proposals for the Chowilla Dam - you have seen 
publicity and news stories about it and you are 
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VIDEO. 

TELECINE - NEVSCLIP DUNSTAN ON TOUR. 

C.U. DUNSTAN 

C.U. DUNSTAN1 S H M D WITH BAG OF SALT. 

M.C.U. DUNSTAN 

9. 
AUDIO. 

intelligent enough to know what we have in mind and 
what effect it will have on all of us and the way 
we live in this State. Recently, when it looked as 
though the plan was in danger of foundering in 
financial grounds I went to Melbourne, Sydney and 
Canberra to talk with the Eastern States'Premiers 
and the Minister for National Development. 
I came back from that trip with an agreement about a 
decision of intention to guarantee the future of 
the Chowilla Dam Project, and that means at least, 
that we will have much greater control of the waters 
of the River Murray - control for home use, for 
agriculture, and most certainly for industry. 
Because, make no mistake about it it is absolutely 
essential to any forward plans we lmve to improve 
our industrial framework that we also plan well 
ahead for the water which is vital to industry. 
Chowilla is one part of that plan. There is 
another possibly even more important part. 
This is salt - fine for flavouring food, essential 
to the chemistry of the body - and a blasted 
nuisance if there is too much of it in your water 
supply. 
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VIDEO 
10. 

AUDIO 
The salt content of our water supply has to be 
tackled NOW just as even greater increases in 
the supply have to be looked for NOW. Aside 
from the Murray River there is water available 
to us from a number of surface sources, from 
underground in the South East, from water going 
to waste in drainage run-offs and in sewage 
effluent. 
Most of this water - on which a growing State is 
going to depend for its very life - has been 
there since history began but no one has done 
anything about it. We are going to. 
Work is already under way with the River Murray 
Commission Consultants and with our Engineering 
and Water Supply people to tackle this problem -
to give us a better supply of good quality water. 
Studies already in hand of the various schemes 
concerned with the River Murray show that there are 
going to be advantages to all the River States 
and our own engineers' work on the conventional 
exploitation of South Australia's water supply 
means that we are going to be adequately covered 
for at least the next ten to fifteen years for 
immediate needs. But now we are hitting a period 
of tremendous development in this sort of work. 
There have been some quite amazing break tnroughs 
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VIDEO. 

CONSULTANT MATERIAL. 

11. 
AUDIO. 

which make it entirely feasible for us to think 
in large scale terms which the State's economy 
might have found it difficult to handle otherwise. 
If we are to take advantage of the opportunities 
available to us we have got to start NOV. 
We have got to be sure that we know as much 
as we can discover of our water potential 
and of how to handle it in the best way. We 
have got to begin to prepare virtually today 
for the needs of this State for many years 
ahead. 
Based on these recommendations from our Director of 
industrial Development we are now approaching some 
of the world's leading authorities on water 
conservation to find out from them, in 
conjunction with our own engineers, EXACTLY 
what our resources are, PRECISELY how to make the 
best use of it, and UNMISTAKABLY how to correlate 
the development of our water supply with the 
development of our industries. I don't think it 
is too much to say that within the next ten years 
or so - possibly with flash distillation, possibly 
with nuclear desalination - certainly in the most 
advanced fashion we shall see such a revolution 
in the expansion of industry, of agriculture, of 
life in South Australia as has never been seen 
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VIDEO. 

STILLS - HANDS. 

12. 
AUDIO. 

before. We will no longer be confined to the limited 
area in which water is immediately available. There 
is no reason why the whole of this tremendous State 
of ours should not be used and used to the full. 
All of this, all these future plans, naturally mean 
something important in terms of employment, in 
terms of the sort of work and the amount of work 
available to you and your kids. When we talk 
about industrial expansion, we're talking about 
the growth of a State, a State which, in many ways, 
has a quarter-of-a-century of catching up to do. 
We're not just talking about new factories, new 
businesses, new public works - we're talking 
about more people and more people at work, usefully. 
And not only usefully, but with satisfaction. 
I hate to t£ll you this, but we're being hampered 
in our attempts to do all that - to expand, to 
employ more people, to satisfy them in their 
employment. And the reason for the difficulty 
can be found right within our own Parliament -
your Parliament. The sixteen Liberal members of 
your Upper House won't let us go ahead. It's as 
simple as that. Sixteen people are holding us back, 
you and I, from the promise of the future. 
Let me, again, give you an example of what I mean. 
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AUDIO. 

The business life, the economic health of any-
community depends on free competition. If you 
want to establish a business in a particular 
locality, but the businessmen already there have 
got everything tied up so that you cannot find 
custom, then clearly you are going to look 
somewhere else. That applies all the way up 
the step from the man who runs a little corner ' 
shop to the organisation which operates on a 
multi-million dollar budget - unless there is room 
for a free spirit of competition, room for 
incentive to establish and operate business, 
then no one is going to be interested in 
thinking along business-investment lines. 
Unfortunately,, there are numbers of business and 
industrial areas in Australia where this spirit 
of free competition does not exist. 
That sort of thing leads to all kinds of abuses. 
The Federal Government wants to take action to 
prevent restrictive trade practises, and they 
approached the State Governments so that 
agreement could be reached on a uniform, single-
standard method of prevention. Our Government, 
a Labor Government, at once told the Federal 
Liberal Government that we agreed to their proposals 
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VIDEO. 

14. 

AUDIO. 

because we saw them as something above party 
political issues, something for the Commonwealth 
in the proper sense. But the Opposition in 
our South Australian Upper House REFUSED to 
consider the good of the State's welfare, and 
would not allow passage of the necessary legislation. 
In just the same way they've refused to consider 
anyone's good in their refusal to allow us to 
legislate for a State Insurance Office. 
Every other State in Australia has a Government 
Insurance Office and it has been proved in every 
other State in Australia that Government is able 
to exercise a good deal of control over Insurance 
rates simply by entering into active competition 
with privately owned insurance companies, just as 
it has been proved that a State Government 
Insurance Organisation becomes a source of loan 
money available to the people of the State. 
But the Opposition in your Legislative Council 
obviously couldn't care less about any of that. 
Neither do they care about the essential reforms 
of Parliament itself, - nresumablv all such things 

7 J. tJ O 

can be included under the heading "radical moves". 
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VIDEO. 

15. 

AUDIO. 

The Leader of the Liberal Opposition, Mr. DeGaris 
says that he and. his fifteen companions, ""Will 
oppose radical moves that are not the permanent 
will of the people". In the "Advertiser" on 
the first of December, Mr. Robert Reid, Senior 
Lecturer in Politics, at the University of 
Adelaide, said tta t "Mr. DeGaris' further 
reference to the permanent will of the people is 
a piece of unmitigated arrogance", and we agree -
it is arrogant just as it is arrogant of these 
people to say that in the next Parliament they 
would use their own "well considered judgment" 
in deciding what's best for all of us. Mr. DeGaris 
said that the Legislative Council has "looked after 
the interests of all sections of the community", 
"giving the public interest preference over the 
wishes of sectional pressure groups". In a 
recent survey 66fo of you said you were in favour 
of a Government Insurance Office, but it was 
Mr. DeGaris and his companions who stopped, you 
from having one, just as they stopped so many 
of our attempts to get out of the rut they 
travelled in for so long. 
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VIDEO. 

ELECTORAL ROLLS 

C.U. DUNSTAN 

STILLS - FAST MONTAGE OF 
TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES. 

16. 

AUDIO. 

If water is essential to our growth as 
a State, if natural gas is a major factor 
in that growth, if proper planning is vital, then 
it's not one bit less important for this dog-
in-the-manger attitude of the Upper House 
Opposition to be done awa}r with. The computers 
you saw at work before have, among other things, 
produced these electoral rolls the very 
first complete list of voters eligible to elect 
the members of the Upper House. If your 
name's on these lists, just remember the 
hamstringing effect the present composition 
of the Upper House is having on your present 
and your children's future. 

Look - there was a Liberal Government sitting on 
this State 26 years 125 days - more than a 
qua,rter of a century. During that time the 
world passed through a major war and a 
number of minor wars and the advances in 
technology and methods spurred along by the 
pressures of war were tremendous. 
In medicine and business methods, in communications 
and community development, in jet propulsion and 
travel in space, in atomic and nuclear fission, 
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VIDEO. 

TAKE D O W ALL LIGHTS EXCEPT ONE SPOT ON 
DUNSTAN - HEAD AND SHOULDERS. 

BRING UP ONE LATERAL BEAM ACROSS STUDIO. 

PAN OFF DUNSTAN AND FOLLOW LIGHT BEAM 
TO GRAPHIC "A.D. 2,000". 

FADE TO BLACK. 

17. 

AUDIO. 

in advanced electronics, huge strides 
were made. It has been the most productive 
period of scientific progress in history 
and for almost all of it, for nearly 27 years, 
the Government of this State did virtually 
nothing to keep South Australia in step with 
an advancing world. 

We are still pretty much in the dark of the 
nineteenth century. It has taken us less 
than three years to light the way forward. 

To bring us, at least, up to date in thinking, 
in methods of approach, in action. What we do 
now - you and us - is to walk those extra 
steps which carry us into the year 2,000 
not just because it is bound to happen anyway, 
but because we WANT to travel that way. We 
know where we are going and we want to get 
there. 
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OUTLINE - S.A. A.L.P. T.V. PROGRAMME Kit Denton, 

I suggest that we approach this programme with a ouch greater degree 
of (seeming) simplicity than the previous one. I would like to think 
we can stage the whole thing virtually in black, with key-lighting 
to emphasise faces, hands, exhibits, stills and etc. This will 
elminiate virtually all staging and, if we are to clear the studio 
by 4. p.m. on the making-day, this becomes even more important. 
My general proposal, then, is to stage in black limbo with the 
Premier in a dark, plain suit, a light shirt and plain or simply-
striped dark tie. There will be a requirement for slides for Front 
Projection (this to be checked with Don Meller and Brett Hall with 
special reference to the time-factor), for some film, for models 
where ppssible, for some fairly straightforward props and, quite 
possibly, for ofaher talent in the studio. 

1. INTRO 
Come up on complete black with VO, either Premier or some other, speaking 
00V along lines of "From November the Fifth,fan 1938 to March the 
Tenth, 1965 was 26 years, 125 days. During all that long, long time, 
the people of South Australia were under what always seemed to be called 
"The Playford Government", It was virtually a habit ,,,., and it was 
broken when Labor took office .....,." 
At that point, keylight on Premier's head and shoulders, and build this 
as he moves slightly forward to stand, lit against black. 
Premier to continue speaking and to make points thathabits aren't easily 
broken, but when you start to cure yourself, you can soon assess how 
well you're doing by comparing what you are with what you were. What 
have we done then in our 2 years 252 days that PROVES we're being cured 
of old habit& and old ailments? 

2. Use Harmac as a demonstsation-point, with newsclips to 
show the build-up of misldading information, a local map to show where 
the supposed site was to be and stills, if possible, to show what is 
actually there. Add to this a costing or estimate of cost of the work 
which went into this fruitless project. All this to be staged as 
light-throws on black and in various parts of the screen. Then point 
out bow no promotion or development work was properly undertaken in 
those days under Playford. 

3. Show two or three stills of old, tinpot, gimcrack 
factories to make the point that these were fine in the 1890's, but you 
can't live in the closing years of the 20th.Century and still think 
industrially in terms of the 19th. Film or stills beginning with small 
component or machine and building rapidly to wide shots of GMH plants, 
Chrysler, Hardy's and Comalco, all to lead to the point of the uses of 
the Ind.Dev.Branch and the work and money brought into S.A. because of 
a modern approach to this sort of thing. 

4. Computer film, all tight shots of extreme activity and a 
final wide shot of a computer room, with a frame clipped for slide use 
so that we can go straight from film to F.P. and talk about Currie 
and consultants, with the amphasis being on the amount of work done in 
ten months 300 days. 

The snide bit ....... "It's quite likely most ofyou know 
practically nothing about any of these things, or nothing much. One 
good reason for that is the extraordinary attitude adopted by our morning 
newspaper towards forward steps taken by this Government of yours. We 
released the news about — a n d this is what was printed about it on — — , 
etc." Nonetheless, whether this paper considers State progress to be 
news or not, the progress is made, for the benefit of all of us - including 
the paper's proprietors ...... quick recap on material work as quoted 
bef ore, with demo bits and pieces from them all — a computer print—out card, 
some odds and sods from the various factories and ending on a section of 
asbestos piping from Hardy's. 
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6. Show Premier with that piping and then light gas piping 
on his other side. Go in hard on it to fill screen and dissolve to 
stills sequence on natural gas as the lead to talking about progress 
in this sphere. Come back to Premier with sane practical ateuriwgs 
appli^ance which he lights up. Go in hard on flame and dissolve 
through it ..... from fire to 

7. Water. Stills and film (possibly existing footage?) 
on present supplies, then a montage of maps and diagrams - Murray 
watees, Melbounne headlines on restrictions, Chowilla material and 
etc. the narrative line to angle towards the fact that "you should 
know what all this means. All this plans and maps and diagrams and 
warnings are the architectural drawings for S.A.'s future, the shape of 
the State to come, a State not just living, but ALIVE with water for 
industry and the hone and agriculture of all kinds. Deal in this 
segment with letter of agreement from LibAskin and LibBolte on 
Chowilla proposals. 

8. Then link with employment, using stills of hands at 
work, all kinds of work, and making the point that, for all the big 
fcalk, the work which was done under Playford was static - it did not 
advance or expand to fit the times and drives and pressures. Now the 
work is more varied, more useful, more productive, more in keeping with 
the demands of tomorrow as well as today. Shot of baby's hands at 
play — in just"over thirty years, when this kid's grown, these hands 
will be at wprk in the 21st.Century. Then a shot of hands doing nothing, 
lax and limp. Unemployment ...... contrast figures under Playford and 
now and lead on to fact that because we've progressed in the last 2 years, 
252 days, doesn't mean we're stopping, or even slowing down. We have 
bo be sure that Aust.market fluctuations can never again affect our 
employment picture — we have to diversify and we have to export. 
Demos under spots to show what is being exported and what prospects 
there are lining up. 

9. If we're to do all this we need investors' confidence, 
which means stability and a satisfied workforce, which means security. 
Lead from thi s to the difficulty in providing maximum security under 
the brake of the Upper House, and detail restrictions, illustrating 
with stills, played, to some extent, for humour, Sxfixxsx e.g. the 
Fobiii Rood bit, with some stock film shown in reverse. 

10. TAILPIECE. 
In the 26 years, 125 days of the Playford administration, the world passed 
from peace to war and onto cold war and a series of smaller wars. The 
world entered the age of jet propulsion, of atomic and nuclear fission, 
of advanced electronics, satellite communication and space travel. 
It has been the most advanced and productive period of scientific 
progress in history, and for almost all of it, for nearly 27 years, 
the Government of this State did virtually nothing to keep South 
Australia in Itep with an advancing world. We were still pretty much 
in the dark of the nineteenth century. It's taken us less than 3 years 
to light the way forward, to bring us, at least, uptodate in thinking, 
in methods of approach, in action. What we do now, you and us, is to 
walk that extra few steps which puts us ahead, the steps which carry us 
into the year 2000 ...... not because it's bound to happen anyway, 
but because we WANT to travel that way, and we know where we're going 
and how to get there. 
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